4mm Knotted Type Safety Nets  
**CODE:** BSD:01/4+12

- **Border & Tie Cord Rope** - 12mm - IS:5175:1992
- **Inside Rope/ Mesh Rope** - 4mm - IS:5175:1992
- **Mesh size** - 100mm x 100mm Square/ 4”x4”
- **Second Layer** - Overlay Containment Net of HDPE UV Stabilized Blue Net
- **Fabricating** - Diamond type Knotted
- **Tie Rope & Tie Cord** - Tie cords 2 metre long at four corners and 1 metre long at every 2 metre
- **Standard Size** - 5 x 10 Mtr Or 3 x 10 Mtr

(OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)

---

4mm Machine Made Knotted Type Safety Nets  
**CODE:** BSD:02/4+12M

- **Border & Tie Cord Rope** - 12mm - IS:5175:1992
- **Inside Rope/ Mesh Rope** - 4mm - IS:5175:1992
- **Mesh size** - 100mm x 100mm Square/ 4”x4”
- **Second Layer** - Overlay Containment Net of HDPE UV Stabilized Blue Net
- **Fabricating** - Heat treated machine made knotting
- **Tie Rope & Tie Cord** - Tie cords 2 metre long at four corners and 1 metre long at every 2 metre
- **Standard Size** - 5 x 10 Mtr Or 3 x 10 Mtr

(OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)
4mm Knotted + Mono Nets Type Safety Nets
CODE :- BSP:03/4+12MN

- **Border & Tie Cord Rope** - 12mm - IS:5175:1992
- **Inside Rope/ Mesh Rope** - 4mm - IS:5175:1992
- **Mesh size** - 100mm x 100mm Square/ 4”x4”
- **Second Layer** - Monofilament UV Stabilized Net with Welding / Grinding Splatter Resistant Green/Red 120 GSM
- **Fabricating** - Diamond type Knotted
- **Tie Rope & Tie Cord** - Tie cords 2 metre long at four corners and 1 metre long at every 2 metre
- **Standard Size** - 5 x 10 Mtr Or 3 x 10 Mtr

(OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)

4mm Knotted Triple Layer Type Safety Nets
CODE :- BSP:04/4+12T

- **Border & Tie Cord Rope** - 12mm - IS:5175:1992
- **Inside Rope/ Mesh Rope** - 4mm - IS:5175:1992
- **Mesh size** - 100mm x 100mm Square/ 4”x4”
- **Second Layer** - Overlay Containment Net of HDPE UV Stabilized Blue Net
- **Third Layer** - Monofilament UV Stabilized Net with Welding / Grinding Splatter Resistant Green/Red 120 GSM
- **Fabricating** - Diamond type Knotted
- **Tie Rope & Tie Cord** - Tie cords 2 metre long at four corners and 1 metre long at every 2 metre
- **Standard Size** - 5 x 10 Mtr Or 3 x 10 Mtr

(OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)
6mm Knotted Type Safety Nets
CODE :- BSP:05/6+12K

- Border & Tie Cord Rope - 12mm - IS:5175:1992
- Inside Rope/ Mesh Rope - 6mm - IS:5175:1992
- Mesh size - 100mm x 100mm Square/ 4"x4"
- Second Layer - Overlay Containment Net of HDPE UV Stabilized Blue Net
- Fabricating - Diamond type Knotted
- Tie Rope & Tie Cord - Tie cords 2 metre long at four corners and 1 metre long at every 2 metre
- Standard Size - 5 x 10 Mtr Or 3 x 10 Mtr
  (OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)

6mm Knotted + Mono Nets Type Safety Nets
CODE :- BSP:06/6+12MN

- Border & Tie Cord Rope - 12mm - IS:5175:1992
- Inside Rope/ Mesh Rope - 6mm - IS:5175:1992
- Mesh size - 100mm x 100mm Square/ 4"x4"
- Second Layer - Monofilament UV Stabilized Net with Welding / Grinding Splatter Resistant
- Green/Red 120 GSM
- Fabricating - Diamond type Knotted
- Tie Rope & Tie Cord - Tie cords 2 metre long at four corners and 1 metre long at every 2 metre
- Standard Size - 5 x 10 Mtr Or 3 x 10 Mtr
  (OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)
6mm Passing + Knotted Type Safety Nets
CODE :- BSP:07/6+12PK

- Border & Tie Cord Rope - 12mm - IS:5175:1992
- Inside Rope/ Mesh Rope - 6mm - IS:5175:1992
- Mesh size - 100mm x 100mm Square/ 4"x4"
- Second Layer - Overlay Containment Net of HDPE UV Stabilized Blue Net
- Fabricating - Passing With Knotted Tie Rope & Tie Cord
- Tie cords 2 metre long at four corners and 1 metre long at every 2 metre
- Standard Size - 5 x 10 Mtr Or 3 x 10 Mtr
(OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)

6mm Knotted Triple Layer Type Safety Nets
CODE :- BSP:08/6+12T

- Border & Tie Cord Rope - 12mm - IS:5175:1992
- Inside Rope/ Mesh Rope - 6mm - IS:5175:1992
- Mesh size - 100mm x 100mm Square/ 4"x4"
- Second Layer - Overlay Containment Net of HDPE UV Stabilized Blue Net
- Third Layer - Monofilament UV Stabilized Net with Welding / Grinding Splatter Resistant Green/Red 120 GSM
- Fabricating - Diamond type Knotted Tie Rope & Tie Cord
- Tie cords 2 metre long at four corners and 1 metre long at every 2 metre
- Standard Size - 5 x 10 Mtr Or 3 x 10 Mtr
(OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)
8mm Passing Type Safety Nets  
**CODE :- BSP:09/8+12P**

- **Border & Tie Cord Rope** - 12mm - IS:5175:1992
- **Inside Rope/ Mesh Rope** - 8mm - IS:5175:1992
- **Mesh size** - 100mm x 100mm Square/ 4"x4"
- **Second Layer** - Overlay Containment Net of HDPE UV Stabilized Blue Net
- **Fabricating** - Passing Type
- **Tie Rope & Tie Cord** - Tie cords 2 metre long at four corners and 1 metre long at every 2 metre
- **Standard Size** - 5 x 10 Mtr Or 3 x 10 Mtr
  *(OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)*

---

8mm Interlock Passing Type Safety Nets  
**CODE :- BSP:10/8+12M**

- **Border & Tie Cord Rope** - 12mm - IS:5175:1992
- **Inside Rope/ Mesh Rope** - 8mm - IS:5175:1992
- **Mesh size** - 100mm x 100mm Square/ 4"x4"
- **Second Layer** - Monofilament UV Stabilized Net with Welding / Grinding Splatter Resistant Green/Red 120 GSM
- **Fabricating** - Interlock Passing Type
- **Tie Rope & Tie Cord** - Tie cords 2 metre long at four corners and 1 metre long at every 2 metre
- **Standard Size** - 5 x 10 Mtr Or 3 x 10 Mtr
  *(OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)*
**8 mm Knotted Triple Layer Type Safety Nets**  
**CODE :- BSP:12/8+12P**

- **Border & Tie Cord Rope** - 12mm - IS:5175:1992  
- **Inside Rope/ Mesh Rope** - 6mm - IS:5175:1992  
- **Mesh size** - 100mm x 100mm Square/ 4”x4”  
- **Second Layer** - Overlay Containment Net of HDPE UV Stabilized Blue Net  
- **Third Layer** - Monofilament UV Stabilized Net with Welding / Grinding Splatter Resistant Green/Red 120 GSM  
- **Fabricating** - Passing With Knotted Type  
- **Tie Rope & Tie Cord** - Tie cords 2 metre long at four corners and 1 metre long at every 2 metre  
- **Standard Size** - 5 x 10 Mtr Or 3 x 10 Mtr  

(OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)
2.5mm HDPE Braided Safety Nets

- **Border & Tie Cord Rope** - 12mm - IS:5175:1992
- **Inside Twine/ Mesh Twine** - 2.5 mm HDPE Twine
- **Mesh Size** - 25mm x 25mm Square
- **Fabricating** - Heat treated machine made knotting
- **Tie Rope & Tie Cord** - Tie cords 2 metre long at four corners and 1 metre long at every 2 metre
- **Standard Size** - 5 x 10 Mtr
- **Standard/ Approved** - P.P. Rope Certified to IS:5175:1992 & Safety Net Made By EN-1263
  (OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)

**2.5mm Braided Safety Nets**
(Single Layer - 25mm Mesh)
**CODE :- BSP:13/2.5+12BR**

**2.5mm Braided Safety Nets**
(Double Layer - 25mm Mesh)
**CODE :- BSP:14/2.5+12BRD**

- **Border & Tie Cord Rope** - 12mm - IS:5175:1992
- **Inside Twine/ Mesh Twine** - 2.5 mm HDPE Twine
- **Mesh Size** - 25mm x 25mm Square
- **Second Layer** - Monofilament UV Stabilized Net with Welding / Grinding Splatter Resistant
- **Green/Red 120 GSM**
- **Fabricating** - Heat treated machine made knotting
- **Tie Rope & Tie Cord** - Tie cords 2 metre long at four corners and 1 metre long at every 2 metre
- **Standard Size** - 5 x 10 Mtr
- **Standard/ Approved** - P.P. Rope Certified to IS:5175:1992 & Safety Net Made By EN-1263
  (OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)
2.5mm Braided Safety Nets  
(Single Layer - 30mm Mesh)  
**CODE :- BSP:15/2.5+12BR**

- **Border & Tie Cord Rope** - 12mm - IS:5175:1992  
- **Inside Twine/ Mesh Twine** - 2.5 mm HDPE Twine  
- **Mesh Size** - 30mm x 30mm Square  
- **Fabricating** - Heat treated machine made knotting  
- **Tie Rope & Tie Cord** - Tie cords 2 metre long at four corners and 1 metre long at every 2 metre  
- **Standard Size** - 5 x 10 Mtr  
- **Standard/ Approved** - P.P. Rope Certified to IS:5175:1992 & Safety Net Made By as per EN-1263  
  (OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)

2.5mm Braided Safety Nets  
(Double Layer - 30mm Mesh)  
**CODE :- BSP:16/2.5+12BRD**

- **Border & Tie Cord Rope** - 12mm - IS:5175:1992  
- **Inside Twine / Mesh Twine** - 2.5 mm HDPE Twine  
- **Mesh Size** - 30mm x 30mm Square  
- **Second Layer** - Monofilament UV Stabilized Net with Welding / Grinding Splatter Resistant Green/Red 120 GSM  
- **Fabricating** - Heat treated machine made knotting  
- **Tie Rope & Tie Cord** - Tie cords 2 metre long at four corners and 1 metre long at every 2 metre  
- **Standard Size** - 5 x 10 Mtr  
- **Standard/ Approved** - P.P. Rope Certified to IS:5175:1992 & Safety Net Made By as per EN-1263  
  (OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)
Border & Tie Cord Rope - 12mm - IS:5175:1992
Inside Twine/ Mesh Twine - 2.5 mm HDPE Twine
Mesh Size - 35mm x 35mm Square
Fabricating - Heat treated machine made knotting
Tie Rope & Tie Cord - Tie cords 2 metre long at four corners and 1 metre long at every 2 metre
Standard Size - 5 x 10 Mtr
Standard/ Approved - P.P. Rope Certified to IS:5175:1992 & Safety Net Made By as per EN-1263 (OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)

2.5mm Braided Safety Nets
(Single Layer - 35mm Mesh)
CODE :- BSP:17/2.5+12BR

2.5mm Braided Safety Nets
(Double Layer - 35mm Mesh)
CODE :- BSP:18/2.5+12BRD

Border & Tie Cord Rope - 12mm - IS:5175:1992
Inside Twine/ Mesh Twine - 2.5 mm HDPE Twine
Mesh Size - 35mm x 35mm Square
Second Layer - Monofilament UV Stabilized Net with Welding / Grinding Splatter Resistant Green/Red 120 GSM
Fabricating - Heat treated machine made knotting
Tie Rope & Tie Cord - Tie cords 2 metre long at four corners and 1 metre long at every 2 metre
Standard Size - 5 x 10 Mtr
Standard/ Approved - P.P. Rope Certified to IS:5175:1992 & Safety Net Made By as per EN-1263 (OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)
2.5mm Braided Safety Nets
(Single Layer - 50mm Mesh)
CODE :- BSP:19/2.5+12BR

- Border & Tie Cord Rope - 12mm - IS:5175:1992
- Inside Twine/ Mesh Twine - 2.5 mm HDPE Twine
- Mesh Size - 50mm x 50mm Square
- Fabricating - Heat treated machine made knotting
- Tie Rope & Tie Cord - Tie cords 2 metre long at four corners and 1 metre long at every 2 metre
- Standard Size - 5 x 10 Mtr
- Standard/ Approved - P.P. Rope Certified to IS:5175:1992 & Safety Net Made By as per EN-1263
- (OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)

2.5mm Braided Safety Nets
(Double Layer - 50mm Mesh)
CODE :- BSP:20/2.5+12BRD

- Border & Tie Cord Rope - 12mm - IS:5175:1992
- Inside Twine/ Mesh Twine - 2.5 mm HDPE Twine
- Mesh Size - 50mm x 50mm Square
- Second Layer - Monofilament UV Stabilized Net with Welding / Grinding Splatter Resistant Green/Red 120 GSM
- Fabricating - Heat treated machine made knotting
- Tie Rope & Tie Cord - Tie cords 2 metre long at four corners and 1 metre long at every 2 metre
- Standard Size - 5 x 10 Mtr
- Standard/ Approved - P.P. Rope Certified to IS:5175:1992 & Safety Net Made By as per EN-1263
- (OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)
5mm HDPE Braided Safety Nets

5mm Machine Made Braided Safety Nets

**CODE :- BSP:21/5+12**

- **Border & Tie Cord Rope** - 12mm - *IS:5175:1992*
- **Inside Rope/ Mesh Rope** - 5mm Braided Twine
- **Mesh size** - 100mm x 100mm Square/ 4”x4”
- **Second Layer** - Overlay Containment Net of HDPE UV Stabilized Blue Net
- **Fabricating** - Heat treated machine made knotting
- **Tie Rope & Tie Cord** - Tie cords 2 metre long at four corners and 1 metre long at every 2 metre
- **Standard Size** - 5 x 10 Mtr Or 3 x 10 Mtr
- **Standard/ Approved** - P.P. Rope Certified to *IS:5175:1992* & Safety Net Made By as Per *EN-1263* (OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)

5mm Machine Made Braided Safety Nets

**CODE :- BSP:22/5+12M**

- **Border & Tie Cord Rope** - 12mm - *IS:5175:1992*
- **Inside Rope/ Mesh Rope** - 5mm Braided Twine
- **Mesh size** - 100mm x 100mm Square/ 4”x4”
- **Second Layer** - Monofilament UV Stabilized Net with Welding / Grinding Splatter Resistant Green/Red 120 GSM
- **Fabricating** - Heat treated machine made knotting
- **Tie Rope & Tie Cord** - Tie cords 2 metre long at four corners and 1 metre long at every 2 metre
- **Standard Size** - 5 x 10 Mtr Or 3 x 10 Mtr
- **Standard/ Approved** - P.P. Rope Certified to *IS:5175:1992* & Safety Net Made By as per *EN-1263* (OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)
### 5mm Machine Made Braided Triple Safety Nets
**CODE :- BSP:23/5+12T**

- **Border & Tie Cord Rope** - 12mm - *IS:5175:1992*
- **Inside Rope/ Mesh Rope** - 5mm Braided Twine
- **Mesh size** - 100mm x 100mm Square/ 4”x4”
- **Second Layer** - Overlay Containment Net of HDPE UV Stabilized Blue Net 1mm – Mesh 15x15mm
- **Third Layer** - Monofilament UV Stabilized Net with Welding / Grinding Splatter Resistant Green/Red 120 GSM
- **Fabricating** - Heat treated machine made knotting
- **Tie Rope & Tie Cord** - Tie cords 2 metre long at four corners and 1 metre long at every 2 metre
- **Standard Size** - 5 x 10 Mtr Or 3 x 10 Mtr
- **Standard/ Approved** - P.P. Rope Certified to *IS:5175:1992* & Safety Net Made By as per EN-1263 (OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)

---

### 5mm Machine Made Braided Triple Safety Nets
**CODE :- BSP:24/5+12TB**

- **Border & Tie Cord Rope** - 12mm - *IS:5175:1992*
- **Inside Rope/ Mesh Rope** - 5mm Braided Twine
- **Mesh size** - 100mm x 100mm Square/ 4”x4”
- **Second Layer** - 2.5mm Braided Mesh 25mmx25mm
- **Third Layer** - Monofilament UV Stabilized Net with Welding / Grinding Splatter Resistant Green/Red 120 GSM
- **Fabricating** - Heat treated machine made knotting
- **Tie Rope & Tie Cord** - Tie cords 2 metre long at four corners and 1 metre long at every 2 metre
- **Standard Size** - 5 x 10 Mtr Or 3 x 10 Mtr
- **Standard/ Approved** - P.P. Rope Certified to *IS:5175:1992* & Safety Net Made By as per EN-1263 (OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)
Vertical 15 ply Double Layer Safety Nets
CODE :- BSP:25/15+12

- Border & Tie Cord Rope - 12mm - IS:5175:1992
- Inside Twine/ Mesh Twine - 1.00mm Dia – 15 Ply
- Mesh Twine size - 15mm x 15mm Diamond
- Second Layer - Monofilament UV Stabilized Net with Welding / Grinding Splatter Resistant Green/Red 120 GSM
- Tie Rope & Tie Cord - Tie cords 2 metre long at four corners and 1 metre long at every 2 metre
- Standard Size - 5 x 10 Mtr Or 3 x 10 Mtr
(OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)

Vertical 24 ply Double Layer Safety Nets
CODE :- BSP:26/24+12

- Border & Tie Cord Rope - 12mm - IS:5175:1992
- Inside Twine/ Mesh Twine - 1.5 mm Dia – 24 Ply
- Mesh Twine size - 10mm x 10mm Diamond
- Second Layer - Monofilament UV Stabilized Net with Welding / Grinding Splatter Resistant Green/Red 120 GSM
- Tie Rope & Tie Cord - Tie cords 2 metre long at four corners and 1 metre long at every 2 metre
- Standard Size - 5 x 10 Mtr Or 3 x 10 Mtr
(OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)
Vertical Curtain Net panel with reinforcement

- **First Layer** - Monofilament UV Stabilized Net with Welding / Grinding Splatter Resistant
- **Second Layer** - Monofilament UV Stabilized Net with Welding / Grinding Splatter Resistant
- **Reinforcement** - 20 mm Dia semi-flexible PVC Pipe across the width at every interval of 1 mtr
- **Border Rope** - 4 mm Border Rope with non-corrosive riveting at every interval of 1 mtr. throughout border
- **Color** - Options available (Green, Blue, Yellow, red)
- **Size of Panel** - With 3 Mtr Length: - 9 Mtr
  (OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)

HDPE Monofilamnets Shade Nets 100 GSM

- **Category** - Scaffolding Nets / Monofilament Nets
- **Shade Factor** - 50%
- **Material** - 100% Virgin HDPE With UV treated
- **Yarn** - Multifilament Yarn
- **Standard Size** - 5 Mtr x 50 mtr/ 3 Mtr x 50 Mtr
- **GSM** - 95-100 ( Tolerance 5% -/+)
- **Standard** - As Per IS:16008:2012
- **Color** - Options available (Green, Blue, Yellow, red)
  (OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)
HDPE Monofilament Nets Shade Nets 120 GSM

- **Category**: Scaffolding Nets / Monofilament Nets
- **Shade Factor**: 50%
- **Material**: 100% Virgin HDPE With UV treated Yarn
- **Yarn**: Multifilament Yarn
- **Standard Size**: 5 Mtr x 50 mtr / 3 Mtr x 50 Mtr
- **GSM**: 115-120 (Tolerance 5% +/-)
- **Standard**: As Per IS:16008:2012
- **Color**: Options available (Green, Blue, Yellow, red)
  (OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)

Agro Green Shade Nets 50%

- **Category**: Warf Fabric Net / Agro Shade Net
- **Shade Factor**: 50%
- **Material**: 100% Virgin HDPE With UV treated Yarn
- **Yarn**: Flat Tape + Tape Yarn
- **Size**: 3 Mtr x 50 Mtr
- **GSM**: 60 (Tolerance +/- 5%)
- **Standard**: As Per IS:16008:2012
- **Color**: Options available (Green, Blue, Yellow, red)
  (OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)
Agro Green Shade Nets 75%

- **Category**: Warf Fabric Net / Agro Shade net
- **Shade Factor**: 75%
- **Material**: 100% Virgin HDPE With UV treated
- **Yarn**: Flat Tape + Tape Yarn
- **Size**: 3 Mtr x 50 Mtr
- **GSM**: 100 (Tolerance +/- 5%)
- **Standard**: As Per IS:16008:2012
- **Color**: Options available (Green, Blue, Yellow, red)

(OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)

---

Agro Green Shade Nets 90%

- **Category**: Warf Fabric Net / Agro Shade net
- **Shade Factor**: 90%
- **Material**: 100% Virgin HDPE With UV treated
- **Yarn**: Flat Tape + Tape Yarn
- **Size**: 3 Mtr x 50 Mtr
- **GSM**: 135 (Tolerance +/- 5%)
- **Standard**: As Per IS:16008:2012
- **Color**: Options available (Green, Blue, Yellow, red)

(OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)
2mm Double Cord Safety Nets

- **Border & Tie Cord Rope** - 12mm - IS:5175:1992
- **Inside Rope/ Mesh Rope** - 2mm HDPE Twine
- **Mesh Size** - 25mm - 35mm Diamond Type
- **Fabricating** - Diamond type Knotted
- **Tie Rope & Tie Cord** - Tie cords 2 metre long at four corners and 1 metre long at every 2 metre
- **Standard Size** - 5 x 10 Mtr

(OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)

2mm Double Cord Double Layer Safety Nets

- **Border & Tie Cord Rope** - 12mm - IS:5175:1992
- **Inside Rope/ Mesh Rope** - 2mm HDPE Twine
- **Mesh Size** - 25mm - 35mm Diamond Type
- **Second Layer** - Overlay Containment Net of HDPE UV Stabilized Blue Net
- **Fabricating** - Diamond type Knotted
- **Tie Rope & Tie Cord** - Tie cords 2 metre long at four corners and 1 metre long at every 2 metre
- **Standard Size** - 5 x 10 Mtr

(OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)
Cargo Safety Nets

- **Border & Tie Cord Rope** - 16mm/18mm/20mm & 24mm - IS:5175:1992
- **Inside Rope/ Mesh Rope** - 12mm/16mm/18mm/20mm & 24mm - IS:5175:1992
- **Mesh Size** - 6 Inch x 6 Inch / 10 Inch x 10 Inch
- **Fabricating** - Interlock Passing Types
- **Tie Rope & Tie Cord** - Tie cords 2 metre long at four corners and 1 metre long at every 2 metre
- **Standard/ Approved** - P.P. Rope Certified to IS:5175:1992
  (OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)

Scramble Nets

**Technical Specification of Scramble Net**

- **Material** - Polyamide Multifilament Rope as per IS 4572 – 1992 (BIS Mark)
  Or Polypropylene Rope IS:5175:1992 – BIS Mark
- **Rope Diameter** - 18.0 mm/ 20mm
- **Mesh Size** - 250 mm X 250 mm
- **FRP Core size (Minimum)** - 50 mm OD & 40 mm ID. Additional reinforcement shall be provided for Scramble net having length more than 20 meter.
- **Float size** - 190 mm X 150 mm X 55 mm hole.
- **Construction** -
  a) Plastic covered FRP core at 4 m interval with minimum three float. Floats should not come in same mesh in subsequent core. No float required in last two cores.
  b) Total 3 hooks having spring loaded lock arrangements with D- Shackle shall be provided.
  (OPTIONS OF CUSTOMIZED SIZES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE)